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12] KITCHEN APPLIANCES
A full complement of modern
kitchen necessiঞes, including
ranges, wall ovens, cooktops,
microwave ovens, and dishwashers comprise the LG
Studio collecঞon. Every model
shares a uniCed and disঞnctly
modern appearance. Each
product in the LG Studio lineup
has been speciCcally designed
and manufactured to be used as
part of a total kitchen appliance
package. lghausys.com NO. 854
13] KITCHEN WORKSTATION
Designed to allow prep, serving,
cleanup, and entertaining to all
happen in one place, indoors or
outdoors, The Galley workstaঞon is available in six sizes, with
features that include colanders,
cuমng boards, bowls, and drain
racks. The workstaঞon features
reversible sinks with side drains
to maximize storage space
The Galley can also be special
ordered in custom sizes.
galleycollecঞon.com NO. 855
14] KITCHEN MODULES
As an alternaঞve to standard
built-in cabinetry, YesterTec
o@ers soluঞons that can conceal
all of the typical kitchen appliances, so the kitchen blends into
adjacent living spaces. Three
lines are available; the Stealth
Kitchen Module is shown. All
feature a patented UL-listed
technology that allows the hot
appliances, such as ovens and
cooktops, to be safely concealed
from view when not in use.
yestertec.com NO. 856
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LIGHTING
1] PENDANT FIXTURES
Access Lighঞng’s Essence
Collecঞon o@ers a variety of
choices of pendant Cxtures in
several sizes and shapes, from
rounded to more angular, in a
highly polished copper Cnish.
The company plans to expand
the collecঞon to include a
chrome Cnish and LED opঞons.
accesslighঞng.com NO. 857
2] LED SHOP LIGHT
The 122-wa Big Ass Shop LED
light is constructed of a single
piece of extruded aluminum for
strength and a patented ribbed
Cn design to dissipate heat
while protecঞng the LEDS and
other electronics. Designed for
home garages and workshops,
the Shop LED delivers 13,000
lumens of ultra-bright light, lasts
up to 150,000 hours, and comes
with a 10-foot-long cord to
reach the nearest outlet and two
S-hooks for hanging from ceiling
joists. A seven-year warranty is
included. bigassfans.com
NO. 858
3] LUMINAIRES
Two new lighঞng products
from ERCO give façades and
entrance areas greater emphasis.
Gecko is an outdoor luminaire
that combines the latest LED
technology with maximum glare
control in a minimalist design.
Visor + Lightmark luminaires can
illuminate pathways, open areas,
and entrances with as lile as a
6-wa load. erco.com NO. 859
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